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To non-advertising people it may be hard to imagine why an arcane advertising management philosophy can generate heated and often angry disagreement more than 30 years after its inception. Yet the "philosophy" of account planning does exactly this. The label "account planning" normally refers to a strategic role within agency account teams and also, more broadly, to a "philosophy" of advertising development. Put simply, the role involves distilling insights from research and integrating them into the creative development of advertising and brand communications strategies (Meyers, 1986; West and Ford, 2001). The account planner is known as the "voice of the consumer" (Pollitt, 1979) within the account team and is the expert at interpreting qualitative consumer research data. The account planning philosophy involves instilling an ethos of advertising effectiveness founded on consumer insights throughout the agency. As an "ethos," account planning is more than a creative technique. It is seen as a powerful way of distinguishing agencies and generating new business (Jay Chiat, quoted
in Steel, 1998).

However, putting account planning "simply" is a dangerous business. For the converted, account
planners are the "thinking beginning and end of the communications process . . ." (Account Planner, London). Planning is a "discipline . .. that adds value .. . helps to raise the caliber of the
work . . ." and " . . . was respected from the moment it was adopted within the agency . . ." (Senior Account Planner, New York). In contrast, for the unconverted, account planning is an "elaborate charade" (Kendrick and Dee, 1992). Account planners are the "empty suits" (Anon) who dance onstage to "to entertain clients . . . a lot of very interesting points of view are offered then advertising is created by a creative director who's in none of these meetings" (Account Planner, New York).

There are those within the industry (such as John Bartle of Bartle Bogle Hegarty) who, it is
reported, claim that the "great" ideas of creative specialists are far more important to effective and distinctive advertising than the consumer insights of account planners (West and Ford, 2001). Within agencies such disagreements can get personal: the word "hate" occurred more than once in interviews with planners in connection with their standing in the agency. Some
planners felt that daily working life was a running battle with account executives who
excluded the planner from strategic decisions and referred to them for trivial questions
such as " . . . what colour clothes the actor should wear in a commercial ..." (Junior Account Planner, UK). Clearly, there is a point of view in the industry that is, to say the least, sceptical toward the claims made for account planning and the value
of account planners.

In interviews the "official" agency position on account planning was not always reflected in the "unofficial" comments of agency professionals. It seems that account planning can generate tensions that place the priorities of senior agency management at odds with the working practices
and politics of account teams. Top management may be attracted by the values and differentiation they feel account planning builds into their agency brand. However, saying the words is one thing; getting account teams to do the deeds is another. Several planners commented that they were not necessarily respected in previous or current jobs. One New York
planner lamented that " . . . I've only seen a couple of people practice planning in a way in which you can actually see the results in the advertising." It appeared that even in agencies that claim to practice an account planning approach implementation can be a major difficulty.

The contrast between the public and private face of account planning emerged as interviews became more candid under gentle questioning, in some cases with the audio recorder switched off. In one case the author was ushered into a private room out of earshot of the rest of the floor. All work places require some discretion and none are without conflict, but it was clear that account planning can be a sensitive subject within agencies. The self-surveillance advertising professionals exercised over their comments on account planning made it seem, at times, as much like an ideology as an ethos. The striking and occasionally contradictory industry attitudes toward account planning seem indicative of a serious and complex issue of advertising agency management. The account planning story is well established in the advertising industry, much lauded in some quarters, and equally reviled in others, but as recently as 1995 one author suggested that "the jury is still out" on account planning (Kover, Goldberg, and James, 1995, p. 64). 

A New York planner explained that, while account planning was well known and "well -accepted," " . . . very little attention is given to planning . .. even after thirty years it's still
somewhat unknown." The advertising industry conducts courses on everything to do with communications, apart from account planning. Two New York planners agreed that their agencies did not "really train" planners. One agreed that agencies did not "really know what they were doing" on training for account planning. The lack of formal or established training programs seems odd since senior account planners in large international agencies talk of the complex skills that the account planning discipline demands. As the comments below will reveal, an agreed curriculum for planning seems unlikely given the diversity of views on the subject. This article will outline the sampling frame and the interview schedule used before offering a brief account of the origin and development of account planning in U.K. and U.S. advertising agencies. It will then integrate literature sources with interview perspectives to outline the major
controversies and implementation problems that emerged. Finally, the article will attempt to distill the major themes and conclude with a suggested agenda for the successful implementation of the account planning approach to creative advertising development.

Sample frame and interview schedule 

The sample frame was purposive: the author began exploratory interviews in 1997 at the London agencies that are most strongly associated with the emergence of account planning in the United Kingdom. The discipline was taken to New York in the 1960s so in 2001 the author followed
the trail to conduct further interviews with senior professionals in top Madison Avenue agencies. Eighteen account team professionals in all roles (creative, account planning, and account management) were interviewed in the U.K. agencies while a further four interviews with senior account planners were conducted in New York. Interviews were conducted in the London offices of four of the top five U.K. agencies (by billings) and in the New York offices of two agencies in the world's top ten agency bands. Three were held at the author's office in Oxford, United Kingdom and one in the Manchester U.K. office of a major U.S. agency. All interviewees
were experienced professionals, three at board level. Five of the account planners interviewed were either head or deputy head of planning at their respective agency. Most interviews were audio recorded and full transcripts made. Notes were made on others. Some 40,000 words of transcription were produced in all.

The exploratory nature of the study was reflected in the relatively open interview schedule. The depth interviews began with one question: "Could you tell me about your role and what it entails?" The principle followed in the interviews was to try to attain a relatively informal rapport with interviewees so that they felt able to be relaxed and expansive. Supplementary
questions were added throughout the interviews to probe answers and to elicit examples of the contribution the person made to recent campaigns. The broad aim was to generate insights into management of the creative advertising development process from the experiential perspective
of account team professionals. It was immediately apparent that the interviewees' accounts of creative advertising development were couched in the vocabulary and ethos of account planning. In particular, interviewees' perspectives seemed framed by their respective agency's orientation to the account planning ethos. However, although the topic came up repeatedly, references to
it were enigmatic and occasionally contradictory.

The interviews provided strong evidence that account planning is considered important enough to attract considerable resources and commitment from major agencies. However, it was striking how little substantive agreement there seemed to be on what it is or how it should be done.
The U.K. interviews resulted in a Ph.D. thesis (Hackley, 1999), U.K. journal articles
(Hackley, 2000a, 2000b), and an AMA conference presentation (Hackley, 2000c). This article integrates the U.K. interview findings with the U.S. interviews and locates the resulting insights in a broader literature-derived exploration of published work on account planning. One
final point needs to be made here should any of the foregoing quotes be interpreted
as negative in spirit. The author feels that interviewees were candid and open and expressed sincere views that reflected their commitment to their profession. The motivation for expressing these views was a desire on the part of the interviewees to contribute to improvements
in advertising agency practice.

The origins of account planning 

One account of the origin of account planning is that it began in the London office of J. Walter Thompson (JWT) in 1968. Account planning seems to be a truly trans-Atlantic phenomenon in that it is owned neither by New York nor London agencies but was developed by both. merged their marketing department with media and research and called it the "account planning" department (Feldwick, 2000, p. xiii). Stephen King is often credited with this development (Crosier, Grant, and Gilmore, 2002). Predating this by three years, Stanley Pollitt at Boase Massimi Pollitt in the United Kingdom developed an enhanced role for the researcher that took account of changes in the market to generate a closer identity with consumer problems (Barry, Paterson, and Todd, 1987). Account planning was subsequently imported to New York by Jay Chiat of Chiat Day (Kendrick and Dee, 1992). Chiat Day's subsequent success alerted other agencies to account planning. 

Other commentators argue that the principles of account planning pre-date these initiatives. Advertising luminaries David Ogilvy and Bill Bernbach employed principles that are recognizable in later account planning schemes. For Ogilvy the key to effective advertising is simple: "You don't stand a tinker's chance of producing successful advertising unless you start by doing your homework" (Ogilvy, 1985, p. 11). In his book Ogilvy offers numerous examples to demonstrate that "homework" consists of understanding the product and the consumers and integrating this understanding into creative development. In account planning this principle translates to using research throughout the creative advertising development process as opposed to using research to test ideas after creative work was done. Account planning seems to be a truly trans-Atlantic phenomenon in that it is owned neither by New York nor London agencies but was developed by both. In the United Kingdom, BMP DDB Needham, London, is widely regarded as the agency that (still) holds the strongest account planning tradition. In the early days of account planning, U.S. agencies (notably Chiat Day in New York) tended to hire English account planners. British account planners are still easy to find in New York but the discipline has become truly transnational. The first American account planner (at Chiat Day) is still a senior planner in one of the major New York agencies.

Implementation of account planning in the United States and the United Kingdom

Advocates of account planning argue that it is well established and widely accepted but the little published research available suggests that its adoption is uneven. According to one study of planning, the majority of major agencies in the United States reported that they did not have
account planners in 1992 (Weichselbaum and Kendrick, 1992). In the United Kingdom, the picture may be similar even though the United Kingdom is regard by many professionals as having a stronger account planning tradition than the United States. The interviews suggested that top London agencies are more likely to claim that they "do" account planning than regional
agencies. A regional study by Crosier, Grant, and Gilmore (2002) of account planning in Scottish advertising agencies notes that account planning departments are common in the large agencies in Edinburgh but not in Glasgow, which has a tradition of more retail-driven advertising. The establishment of account planning departments may be influenced then by regional factors such as the size of agencies and the type of accounts they typically attract. 

It must be noted that confusion still reigns regarding what planning is. Some agencies argue that they do it and have always done so but they call it something else, "strategy" or "research." Others argue that the label "planner" is not meaningfully different from "researcher." Several studies have suggested, however, that many agencies do find it difficult or inconvenient to adopt account planning principles. One reason suggested was that account planning places emphasis on interpretation as opposed to collection of consumer data (Stewart, 1987) and hence may challenge some well-established features of traditional agency practice. Many agencies traditionally practiced research through a specialized researcher role that serviced the account team. The researcher had no strategic responsibility.

It was largely the account executive's job to interpret the research findings from the data and decide how or whether these findings should be incorporated into strategic communications planning. Raising the researcher's profile to create a planning role may not be well received
either by creative staff, account executives, or even by researchers themselves. In principle, the account planning role might be seen as more demanding than that of researcher since it requires the researcher/planner to fully engage with the account team and to accept the managerial and political demands that entails. In many agencies the researcher traditionally serviced account teams on the instructions of the account executive. Servicing researchers were not usually required to take an active part in decisions on advertising strategy or creative development.

Another study suggested that adoption is resisted because of the emphasis account planning places on qualitative understanding as opposed to black-and white statistically supported facts. Linked with this is the suspicion in U.S. agencies that adoption of account planning creates an intellectual elite (Meyers, 1986). Account planners in both U.K. and U.S. agencies spoke of their role in "making the work better" and "adding value." Copywriters and account executives often question whether planners have the skills to actually do this. In some agencies account planners are seen as the "boffins" (a self-description) or eggheads of the agency. This sense of having
intellectual skills as opposed to more practical craft skills can generate cynicism from creative staff and account executives. Some account planners acknowledged that they can leave themselves open to this charge when members of their profession fail to ground their reasoning in research or other evidence. One planner admitted that " . . . a lot of planners unfortunately just read the brief and write the brief and that's it. . . ." In contrast, this planner claimed that he lived with the product to "... find out everything about the category, the competition, consumers ...
I like to write the first ad, the bad ad...." Tied up with these issues is the role of qualitative data analysis in account planning. Kendrick and Dee (1992, p. 202) suggest that many agencies are culturally hostile to the qualitative research that is central to the account planning role.
While most account planners claim to be comfortable with both quantitative and qualitative data analysis, the primacy of qualitative analysis seems an important part of the account planning ethos. The London agency BMP DDB Needham express this in their publicity material. Too often creative research does more harm than good because . . . it looks at aggregated data instead of understanding individuals, and it judges advertisements against artificial and often irrelevant criteria. For these reasons we prefer the flexibility of qualitative research, which properly should be conducted by the account planner. When this happens the findings can be fully integrated with all the other research and thinking on the brand, and interpreted and actioned in ways which
creative people can use ... In-house publication, BMP DDB Needham, London.

Traditionally, account teams in U.S. agencies are controlled by the account executive who is the "gatekeeper." This was a view expressed by planners who had experience of working in both countries. One said they (account executives) tend to "wield power" and "lead the process" and it is difficult for the planner not to feel "disenfranchised." Another planner with New York experience explained the cultural distance between account executives and planners by saying that account executives (and clients) had the "Wharton MBAs and the $70,000 salaries while planners are starting on $25,000 . . . because we don't pay out for brains." It is well known that top U.S. business schools have a strong quantitative tradition in their curriculum. It is therefore possible that account executives are less comfortable with the qualitative emphasis of account planning. There is no reason to suppose that this general tendency is any different in the United Kingdom, although many of the U.K. account executives interviewed had a liberal arts educational background. Part of the reason for the lack of consensus about account planning within the industry is that the term has acquired a much broader meaning since its inception. From being the "voice of the consumer within the agency," account planners now (often under the generic label of, simply, "planning") are charged with responsibility for strategic brand development. A senior account planner in a New York agency described this change: "... what's moved on is that when it started everybody talked about us being the voice of the consumer and now the emphasis really is on brands and branding and maintaining brand value . . . planning is
evolving. . . ."

Are the London and New York traditions really different?

One American national working as a senior planner in a top London agency felt that the role was conceived differently in the United Kingdom and the United States. "I have never worked in America but I know that it is very different primarily because the role of the advertising agency
is slightly different . . . I think in the U.K. agencies have been much more strategic partners with their clients whereas in the States agencies are much more suppliers and a lot of strategy is done internally with the client company. The role that advertising agencies play is so much more
compartmentalised (in the U.S.) than they are here." She did acknowledge, however, that things "were changing." One senior (American) New York planner felt that planning was not so different in the two countries, in her agency at least: "I think planning here (in NY) is, probably, closely aligned with planning in the U.K. because the people that work here . . . all come from Chiat Day that was the agency that ... implemented planning first here along those models...." However, it was widely agreed that U.S. agencies are "more hierarchical" than U.K. agencies, and the power of account executive can "get in the way" sometimes.

A British academic who had enjoyed a lengthy career as an account executive in U.S. and U.K. agencies had vivid memories of his initiation into American advertising in Chicago: " . . . I was told in my first agency, an American agency, that there are three things you have to do—one was to wear long socks ... never to expose your ankles, one was never finish your lunch before the client, and the third thing was that any phone call from the client had to go through you, the account manager. Whereas in an agency where planners and managers have equal status it was o.k. for the client to ring up and speak to the planner about a piece of market research . .. that would be unheard of in American agencies . . . market researchers were not to be trusted to be put in front of clients."

Apparently, efforts have been made to change this. In both New York agencies in the study, planners said that management had tried to encourage more planners and creative staff to attend meetings with clients. They had also tried to facilitate a more general breaking down of barriers by, for example, getting planners and creative staff to sit together on the same floor of the building. However, it was implied that changing the way people work in advertising agencies is a far from easy matter. Moving desks around is sometimes seen as tokenism, as likely to exacerbate differences as to dissolve them. 

The way that agency politics was handled in interviews suggested that account planners needed considerable powers of negotiation and interpersonal skill in agencies in which their craft skills were not necessarily taken for granted. A senior New York planner agreed that "... the skills that make you a planner make you in some way capable of dealing with this politics . . . not really engaging in a really obvious way but kind of maneuvering things to allow things to happen .. kind of orchestrating things.. . ." Other planners alluded to their responsibility to make the creative brief "motivating." Several mentioned campaigns by name in which they claimed to have led the creative development in a specific direction. They described a process in which they suggested ideas to other people rather than take any credit themselves. They seemed content to think of themselves as the unheralded midwives of creativity.

A senior planner with recent experience in New York said that the difference between London and New York agencies reflected differences in the culture of advertising. "I think that advertising is culturally different in the U.K. . . . it's a communication form that's way more respected than it is here." Copy testing, not particularly popular in the United Kingdom,
was, she said, "the bane of our lives" in U.S. agencies because marketing people often insisted on imposing copytesting formulas. "These copy testing methodologies have formulas there are some that will tell you how within seven seconds you have to have the brand name in there and you can't have too many cuts because people can't follow them . . . marketers live and die by copy testing." An English planner based in New York also felt that the industry culture was different. He noted that the client representatives (the marketing people) he dealt with were handled more ruthlessly than in London. One bad copy test could cost a person his or her job and he would
suddenly find another person in the client chair. It should be remembered that at the time of these interviews (June 2001) the New York advertising industry was undergoing contraction and jobs cuts were not uncommon. The U.S. interviewees generally implied that implementation of account planning was more difficult there than in the United Kingdom because of hierarchical internal agency traditions and also because of differing consumer advertising cultures. U.K. interviewees generally alluded to difficulties of implementation more obliquely. They may have
simply been less candid about the difficulties of their role but their perspective may also have been influenced by their agencies' generally favorable orientation toward account planning. 

Notwithstanding the unavoidably impressionistic nature of conducting and interpreting qualitative interviews, it appeared far from certain that account planning is conducted in a more receptive industry environment in the United Kingdom. New York advertising professionals
seemed more comfortable than their U.K. colleagues with the technical terms of qualitative research associated with account planning. For example, three of the four New York planners interviewed referred to anthropologically driven research studies they were conducting as part of brand launch development projects. Account planners in London agencies spoke about their qualitative research in the less technical terms of "talking to people" and "doing groups." Only one of the U.K. planners interviewed (an American national) claimed that (her) qualitative data
analysis was in any way systematic or theoretically informed. This seemed to suggest that in U.S. agencies there was greater familiarity with the technical jargon of interpretive research. While there was controversy about account planning as a philosophy, it seemed that some of the specialized qualitative research techniques associated with planning had been assimilated more fully into agencies in New York than they were in the United Kingdom. All planners with U.S. experience expressed admiration for the British advertising tradition. As one said, "British advertising is so much more sophisticated ... they allow for the consumers and the audience to be much more sophisticated .. . you don't have to tell them every single thing . . . here its like you
have to spell it out in black and white...." 

To this, British, researcher New York television advertising did seem far more orientated to the clearly expressed value proposition than its British counterpart. However, it may be wrong to attribute this to a copy-testing advertising industry culture. For U.S. consumers, the meaning of consumption may be far more acutely focused around the idea of a value proposition than it is for British consumers. Advertising must reflect the social practices of consumption in particular localities. If these social practices differ in different cultures then so will the advertising. U.K. and U.S. advertising is necessarily different because the respective advertising agencies have a different history, the clients face different market conditions, and the media and marketing infrastructure are different. The cultural context for communications also differs in terms of idiosyncrasies of language and social practice. This need not mean that the nature of the account planning task differs fundamentally. Indeed, it appeared from these interviews that the things account planners do in U.S. and U.K. agencies bore striking similarities.

So what do account planners do all day?

The account planning job seemed to be highly varied although the essential task of contributing consumer insights was usually mentioned as an overarching principle. Some planners say that they work "for" creative staff and "... do the work they should be doing if they had more time" (New York planner). Other planners act as strategic consultants for clients, conducting consumer and marketing research, contributing to brand communications and other aspects of strategy and, in one case, developing a customer service satisfaction measurement system (U.K. planner). One junior U.K. planner claimed that " . . . I'm the point of contact between the client and the other departments within the agency, so its mainly a management role . . . managing, guiding the development of advertising, taking client's brief...." A U.S. planner working in London said that her job entailed " . . . going through all the consumer data, actually conducting suitable focus groups ... working out strategy . . . with account management and also with the client." Another
U.K.-based planner said that he would "initiate the creative process." His work was "very diverse" and entailed lengthy preparation for writing the creative brief by "fine tuning them, trying to get them absolutely right, discussions with creatives, discussions with clients, discussion internally."

Similar stories were told at every agency. For one (French) U.K.-based planner, " . . . we are the ones who are very familiar, comfortable with research, qualitative and quantitative . . . I don't think planners . .. are particularly intellectual, but they are considered intellectual by the rest of the agency . . . rigorous planning is satisfying and crucial to successful creative work...." For another, also based in the United Kingdom " . . . my job title's account planning: the role is to sort of initiate the creative process and then, sort of, track it through and help it at all stages and along through client presentations post client presentation through research ... the first creatives know about it is the creative brief."

U.K.-based account executives referred to the centrality of the planning role in establishing an advertising strategy, a reason for advertising. Planning was seen as a specialism around which the advertising development process turned. A U.K.- based board account director alluded to
the idea that planning gives discipline to the creative process: " . . . because of the growth in planning (in the U.K.) there is a devotion to an idea, they (creatives) must have an idea .. . they must be made to listen ... there must be a strategy . .. what is the proposition and what do you
want to do . . . ?" The "proposition" was sometimes referred to by U.K. planners as the bottom-line purpose of an advertisement, which could be expressed in terms "your Mum could understand." Other planners were more openly sceptical about the value of the proposition concept ("... I mean, 'proposition', it's a silly word isn't it . ..") but agreed that an advertising strategy should have a connection to consumer reality supported by evidence. This connection should reflect what the product or brand means in the consumer's own symbolic world, and it should be consistent with a marketing rationale that can, in turn, be supported through
communication. This proposition should be expressed directly and simply so that it can easily form the organizing principle of creative work. The account planning role seems diverse in both the London and New York agencies. Planners conduct or commission qualitative research into aspects of consumption that may be relevant to an account. They also hold the lead role in the interpretation of this research data. They distil the important strategic insights from research and incorporate them into a carefully crafted advertising strategy and creative brief. They do all this in negotiation with account management and creative staff. Planners can also be asked to contribute to the strategic planning of clients in much broader ways. They might be charged with the task of interpreting quantitative and secondary market data to peg out the parameters of a communications or marketing problem.

An important aspect of the planning role seems to be to impose some creative control on the advertising development process. The planner is there to ground the development of advertising in consumer insight so that the client's marketing objectives remain at the centre of the agency's thinking. One U.K. account planner had a dual role that included being communications director within the agency. She spoke of a role that entailed reminding account teams of the rationale or strategy that gives the campaign its coherence as a marketing communication. The planner's
role is to ensure that this strategic coherence is maintained through all the advertising. Such a role clearly goes far beyond the generation of consumer insights. Indeed, it cuts across agency working traditions that demarcate the respective responsibility of creative staff and account
management. This cross-functional aspect of the role seemed to be responsible for much of the ill-feeling and conflict that account planning generated within agencies. Part of the role that is not discussed in the official agency versions is its influence on internal agency politics. It is evident that it changes the political dynamics of account teams and therefore places demands on account planners that challenge their resilience and diplomatic skills. From the agency point of view, one dividend of imposing an account planning ethos is that an able exponent might
be able to act as a mediating presence softening the conflict between creative and account management functions.

Account planning and agency conflict 

The interviews supported the conventional wisdom that conflict is an intrinsic part of life in advertising account teams. The potential of advertising agencies to be sites of conflict was expressed nicely by one senior account executive. He said that advertising is " . . . that lovely area where art and commerce rub up against one another and it doesn't happen anywhere
else, you've got to make them (advertisements) beautiful but you've got to make them beautiful, not because you want to but because, you know, somebody's paying for that. ..." One potential flash point occurs when creative work is put to the judgment of clients or director-level supervisors. Two account executives interviewed alluded to this with wry smiles and mentions of "when the tea cups start to fly" and "the Fs and Bs start flying around." Creative staff often put a lot of work into developing an idea or creative execution before it reaches this stage. Account executives are frequently charged with presenting the work. It is far from unknown for a
negative result to be blamed on the bag-carrying account executive. A board account director admitted that this was sometimes justified: " . . . you take it (the work) down and they (the client) reject it and you know that perhaps you didn't fight as hard as you should have done because you knew in the back of your mind it wasn't what they wanted." He suggested that this can happen if an account executive gets to know a client too well. An antidote to this is to move account
executives around so they "bring a fresh pair of eyes." Of course, none of this is any comfort to the poor copywriter. They know that all their professional credibility is invested in their portfolio of produced campaigns. They get no credit for work that is blocked at the client presentation stage.

Account executives who were interviewed were not in awe of creative inspiration. They felt that experience and craft skills were more important than the great idea. One said that "a lot of the work is really crafting . .. you can't teach it I don't think . .. you just realise with experience what will work in radio, what will make a good poster . . . a lot of judgment comes into it. ..." Creative work had to have a marketing rationale: "we're not an art gallery." Two account executives referred to the judicious borrowing of ideas that happens in creative work: " . . . a lot of advertising borrows from cultural references all over.. .." The attitude was that creativity was not necessarily original but involved "judicious borrowing" and craft skills. This prosaic attitude toward the advertising industry myth of the great creative person, perhaps typical of account executives, can bring them into conflict with creative staff. As one experienced U.K.
copywriter said, "the work" is all creative staff have. They must sometimes fight for
their ideas to be produced because "... for every ten ideas, maybe one gets made " Nobody asks who was the planner or the executive on a piece of work: " . . . its, well, was it your work or not?" 

Clearly, each account team role has a slightly different interest in creative executions. For account executives resolving this requires maturity. As one said, "... they (creative staff) are not necessarily the most responsive people, they are sometimes very argumentative and that is why
we exist, to try to help that situation but they just need to be a bit more grown up now and deal with the situation." Later he said enigmatically that creative staff were "not babies." Evidently, returning rejected work to an emotional copywriter was not always the easiest of experiences.
Conflict also occurs with clients, as another U.K.-based account executive admitted.
"We've had some quite acrimonious bust-ups, largely based on our beliefs of the strategy, and the client's . . . the strategy is absolutely crucial, if you can't make the strategy clear and simple you will not get a good ad . . . 99 times out of 100 you won't do it." A New York account planner
felt that U.S. agencies were too inclined to please the client whatever the cost to the advertising. He felt that " . . . I think client relations . .. shouldn't be as much of an issue of what we do as planners as it is . . . we need to make them happy and so forth but you see a lot of American agencies .. . people freak out when you contradict the client or challenge them, and from what I hear in England that seems to be a little more, er, par for the course."

Conflict can occur between all parties: creative and account executive, account executive and client, and account planner and everybody. Within account teams there are clear sub cultural divisions. But the conflict is also a result of structural inequalities in perceived and actual power
and a divergence of interests. Creative staff may feel less powerful because their work is judged by other (non creative) parties. They may cling to their sub cultural status as "creatives" to compensate for the perceived power of the "suits" to veto creative work. Conflict is institutionalized in many advertising agencies in the form of subcultures that have their own dress code, social practices, and even language. Two planners, one in London and one in New
York, remarked on the fact that it is unusual for creative staff to socialize outside work with account planners, and virtually unheard of with account executives.
 

The subculture of the suits and the creatives could give members of the respective groups a feeling of collective power. Ways of articulating advertising issues could reinforce these subcultural divisions. Creative people in advertising, stereotypically, talk about "inspiring" and






The state of the discipline? 

It is clear that account planning has a lot of intuitive appeal. Everyone in marketing who faces genuine competition has an interest in consumer insights. If a specialized role can provide those insights and also integrate them into strategy, then there must be advantages. Account planning
was an idea that represented a genuine attempt to address a genuine problem: how to formalize the integration of consumer insights into advertising development so that creative work revolves around an organizing principle. The problem that it was designed to solve was that account
executives were too close to clients and creative staff too close to their work for either to do this effectively, objectively, and consistently. In addition, if the integration of consumer insights is done informally, there is no transparency and hence no accountability. From a managerial point of view, the account planning role represents an attempt to formalize a process that good agencies and good professionals have always done.

But there are several problems. First, it is necessarily true that consumer insights, in principle, can contribute to advertising development. But does it follow that a special role is necessary or sufficient for this purpose? The answer must be no, and neither. Both creative staff and account
executives are capable of interpreting research. Some even conduct their own. Both understand the need for advertising to be distinctive. In any case, agencies were innovative and creative long before account planning came on the scene. What have the interviews revealed about current views on account planning? It appears that it remains fashionable to proclaim that an agency embraces "the philosophy," but that there is little consensus on what, exactly, it entails. It also
appears that imposing an account planning approach in an agency can create a very difficult situation for the poor planner. Interviews clearly suggested that in some agencies planners feel marginalized since their contribution is considered suspect both by creative staff and account management. Just as there is no way to prove to everyone that advertising "works," the
contribution of account planning to advertising effectiveness cannot be assessed with finality. Some agencies that proclaim their account planning philosophy (such as BMB DDB Needham, London) go to the trouble to produce case studies of their many successes in winning creativity and effectiveness awards. Some commentators would argue that there is no reason to attribute this undoubted success to anything other than the diligence of account teams and flair of creative staff. The only way for people to satisfy themselves on that score would be to spend time in an
agency that claims that it embraces account planning and judge for themselves.

Whatever the views of the industry, the view of this author is that the account planners interviewed offered sincere opinions founded on a genuine wish to help to make advertising better. The strength of their views suggested a passion for advertising. They were not parties to a charade or anything other than a genuine and well-intended initiative. They were entirely frank about the problems of implementation and credibility that account planning faces, and they were equally clear about the positive contribution they felt that it could make. Nonetheless, it was
also clear that account planning's claims to be a philosophy of how to do advertising are not taken seriously by many within the industry. A few agencies seem to hold to the view that account planning entails a coherent set of principles and practices. However, these are not well articulated and they are far from agreed throughout the industry. It appears problematic for agencies to claim that account planning is anything as elevated as a "philosophy" of advertising development until the agencies that espouse it can articulate what it means, how it is done, and what it contributes in a far more substantive way than they have hitherto.

The fact that account planning remains a powerful idea reflects the pressing importance of the problems that it was initiated to address. How to manage creativity better, how to add value to brands, and how to understand consumers are all critical questions for agency management today
as they were in the 1960s. Another crucial question is how to attract and reassure clients by making the advertising business appear professionally conducted, methodologically grounded, transparent, and accountable. Account planning can be seen in part as an attempt to reassure
clients on these issues. How, then, might the account planning agenda be developed so that its aims and methods are better understood and its potential more effectively realized? The final part of this paper will suggest an outline agenda for the discipline inferred from the foregoing
review of research and practitioner perspectives. Its aim is to promote more effective understanding and implementation of account planning.





No one can work well faced with institutionalized cynicism or frank resistance. Account planners cannot do their job properly unless colleagues let them. Of course, any senior professional role is demanding and individuals must earn their own credibility. However, it is incumbent on employing organizations to create the general conditions conducive to effective working.
Agencies that espouse account planning have not done nearly enough to articulate its principles or explain and justify its contribution. There is still no proper industry-wide training because noone (to this author's knowledge) has written a curriculum. Wider understanding of account
planning within the industry can help to create the preconditions for its adoption and acceptance in individual agencies. In addition, there needs to be a research agenda for account planning. This would assist in a better understanding of the skills and education required of planners.




Research and creative skills are useful for account planners but the role is essentially a talking role, talking to clients, to creative staff, to account executives, to consumers, and to contract researchers. The most receptive kind of agency for account planning, therefore, is one in which
discussion and dialogue is the taken-for granted way of working. This is an aspect of organizational culture, or perhaps temperament is a better word since it refers to the tone rather than the substance of everyday interactions. The account planning role's effect on conflict in agencies is probably neutral: it can both exacerbate conflict and, in some cases, calm it. The
way differences are articulated and negotiated is crucial here. An organization in which tantrums and vendettas are accepted will not be a happy or fruitful place for a planner. If senior management is serious about account planning, then it must take steps to support appropriate
behaviors that create the right kind of organizational temperament.
Management support





The interview sources for this article carry considerable professional credibility but the sample is too small and too geographically concentrated to offer grounds for generalization. The author's U.K. perspective and influences no doubt informed the interpretation of interviews. However,
within the limits of an exploratory, qualitative study, it was apparent that the perceptions of senior professionals at a small sample of top international agencies converge to a degree around a set of substantive issues that are highly pertinent to advertising management. The integration
of consumer insight into creative advertising development, the effective management of intra-account team conflict, and the accountability (or lack of it) of advertising management were all highlighted as significant issues. Account planning was persistently cited as a major initiative in addressing these issues thus confirming the discipline's continued importance for top agencies. However, the interviews confirmed that there are persistent problems of implementation, confusion about what the function entails, and a notable lack of a credible body of evidence that can give tangible support to the claims made for the discipline. These problems indicate that while the account planning ideal remains powerful, the discipline's substantive influence on the industry is hard to ascertain. The paper concludes by suggesting that an action agenda can be inferred from the foregoing that might address the discipline's need to promote greater credibility
and achieve more effective implementation. 
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